For the PBE+U band structures and DOS plots of Figure S1 , a Γ-centred grid of k-points was used for integrations in the reciprocal space, where the smallest allowed spacing between k-points was set at 0.2 Å -1 , which corresponds to 18 irreducible points in the Brillouin zone. This grid is much denser that the one used for the HSE06 calculations, where the spacing was 0.5 Å -1 corresponding to only 3 irreducible points.
PBE+U band structures
For the PBE+U band structures and DOS plots of Figure S1 , a Γ-centred grid of k-points was used for integrations in the reciprocal space, where the smallest allowed spacing between k-points was set at 0.2 Å -1 , which corresponds to 18 irreducible points in the Brillouin zone. This grid is much denser that the one used for the HSE06 calculations, where the spacing was 0.5 Å -1 corresponding to only 3 irreducible points.
An additional linear mesh of 6 points along each interval in the high-symmetry paths was employed to plot the band structures. The reciprocal space coordinates of the high-symmetry Brillouin zone points are: Γ (0,0,0), S (0,0.5,0), R (0,0.5,0.5), Z (0,0,0.5), Y (-0.5,0.5,0), and T (-0.5,0.5,0.5).
Fe/Al distribution in the octahedral sites: the 1D Ising model
We show here how a 1D Ising model can be used to estimate that the equilibrium probability of Fe-Al pairs in nearest-neighbour (NN) positions at room temperature is p=73%, as mentioned in the main text of the manuscript.
We can map the DFT energies of configurations 1 and 3 into an Ising model of the form:
where E 0 is a reference energy, J is the coupling constant, N is the cell length of the periodic chain, and σ i represents the occupancy of site i: say σ i =1 if the site is occupied by Fe, and σ i =-1 if the site is occupied by Al. We define σ N+1 = σ 1 to impose periodic boundary conditions. Electronic Supplementary Material (ESI) for Journal of Materials Chemistry A. This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017 Figure S1: Electronic band structures and density of states (DOS) calculated using the PBE+U method for a) the "parent" structure (Al 3+ ,Zn 2+ )PMOF; b) for the structure with Fe in the porphyrin metal centres, (Al 3+ ,Fe 2+ )PMOF; c) for the structure with Fe in the octahedral metal centres, (Fe 3+ ,Zn 2+ )PMOF; and d) for the structure with Fe both in the porphyrin and the octahedral metal centres, (Fe 3+ ,Fe 2+ )PMOF.
